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EQUIPMENT CATALOG
These peppers illustrate the lower limit of shapes permitted in the U.S. No. 1 grade under definition of Fairly Well Shaped (see Photo No. 1a for bottom view of these peppers).

Peppers for Proc., Photo No. 1
February 1991
(Previously No. 1, 1955)
These peppers illustrate the lower limit of shapes permitted in the U.S. No. 1 grade under definition of Fairly Well Shaped (see Photo No. 1 for side view of these peppers).

Peppers for Proc., Photo No. 1a
February 1991
(Previously No. 1a, 1955)
These peppers illustrate shapes designated as “buttons” which are not seriously damaged and which represent the lower limit permitted in the U.S. No. 2 grade (see Photo No. 2a for bottom view of these peppers).
These peppers illustrate shapes designated as "buttons" which are not seriously damaged and which represent the lower limit permitted in the U.S. No. 2 grade (see Photo No. 2 for side view of these peppers).

Peppers for Proc., Photo No. 2a
February 1991
(Previously No. 2a, 1955)
These peppers illustrate shapes designated as "buttons" which are seriously damaged and which are classified as Culls (see Photo No. 3a for bottom view of these peppers).

Peppers for Proc., Photo No. 3
February 1991
(Previously No. 3, 1955)
These peppers illustrate shapes designated as “buttons” which are seriously damaged and which are classified as Culls (see Photo No. 3 for side view of these peppers).

Peppers for Proc., Photo No. 3a
February 1991
(Previously No. 3a, 1955)